Abstract-Detection of faults durino production of knitted fabiic is crucial for improved quality-and productivity. The yarn input tension is an important parameter that can be used for this purpose. This paper will present and discuss a computer-based monitoring system which was dev;eloped for the detection of faults and malfunctions during the production of weft knitted fabric, using the yarn input tension. In particular, it will present the method used to unveil the appearance of faults, based on Whenever a fault occurs during the production of knlitw-ear, the machine has to be stopped, thus promoting some loss in productivityT. The faulty element needs to be located in order to be removed, and some repairinig procedures are required. depending on the severity of the damage. Due to the importance of this problem. preventing measures were taken. namel+ a periodic exclhange of the entire set of knitting elements. which is time consuming and expensive. Producers are also concerned w-ith extracting more useful information from the kniitting production. which led to more instrumented macliines [1 13].
L. INTRODUCTION
Whenever a fault occurs during the production of knlitw-ear, the machine has to be stopped, thus promoting some loss in productivityT. The faulty element needs to be located in order to be removed, and some repairinig procedures are required. depending on the severity of the damage. Due to the importance of this problem. preventing measures were taken. namel+ a periodic exclhange of the entire set of knitting elements. which is time consuming and expensive. Producers are also concerned w-ith extracting more useful information from the kniitting production. which led to more instrumented macliines [1 13].
On tde field of fault detection. the most widel used systems are based on mechanical dev-ices and optical devices for detecting needle faults [5, 6] . optical dev7ices for detecting knitwear faults. which basicallIT search for a pattern on the knitwear [7] , and yarn detectors made from mechanical systems [8] . Last proposals in the biggest textile world fair ITMA 2003 from some industry manufacturers tend to replace the present yarn detectors by optical devices.
These solutions are vers specific on tdeir task, are very efficient but the) lack in integration and valuable information that can be transmitted to the teclhician. For example, the solutions presented do not give any information concerning the average varn input tension (J1T) which is a crucial parameter for maintaining the knitting machine at work in good conditions. Some manufacturers introduced a force sensor for measuring in real time this force. However, it seemed at that time that the return in value added information does not compensate the investment on this kind of equipment. This is due to fact that one sensor is needed for each yarn used, and one knitting machine can have more than one hundred yarns.
PrevTious research showed that the JILT is indeed a valuable resource of information conicerning in particular the knitting process. and in a more general tenii. the overall behavior of the knitting machine, since JIT direct1v reflects the influence of the different miieclhanisms involved in the production of the knitted fabric [9.11.12.14] . In fact, this approach does not onlr detect the presence of a fault. as well as allow its exact location. Moreover, it is possible to distinguish between the fault's natures and experiments using matheimiatical teclhiques such as clustering and discniminating analysis were used to evaluate the capabilibl-of fault identification [12.13] . It wTas also observed that thlis approach alloN's the detectioni of the same and some more faults that tlhe previously miientioned sensors do. eaclh one separately. These facts can be an excellent reason for an investment on this approach for future knitting machinles. Research was also miade in order to develop a cost effective force sensor which would alloNw the installation of one sensor per feeding system [10] .
IL MEASURING SYSTEM
The developed system Nill be shortlh described in this section. The measuring system is based on encoders. strain gauge force sensor and optical sensor. These sensors are installed on the kniitting maclhine as Fig. I shows. The biggest advantage of this system is the fact that it can be easilyassembled on an industrial machine without the need of any\ kind of miiodifications on the referred miiachinie. The knitting maclhines used for the experimnents were: a sample making circular weft knitting miiachinie with one positive feeding systemn. one cam. 168 needles and sinkers, 3.75" diameter cylinder, with speeds up to 200 rpm: one industrial weft circular knitting machine Nwith 36 positive feeding systemis, 36 cams. 756 needles and sinkers. 12" cv1-inder diameter, and a top speed of 4w5 rpmn.
The )IT siglnal is sampled through the use of an external frequency signal. This signal is obtained from the square w avefonn generated bN the encoder assembled on the vertical axis of the knitting cylinder. When needed, the encoder signal is multiphed in order to generate a required number of sampled points per revolution. UsuallyT the number of points per revolution is expressed in number of points per needles instead, in order to be independent from the knitting ciTlinder diameter. This approach allows excellent space accuracy and surpasses the need of calculating the correspondent samphng frequency if it was intended to use an external clock independent of the knitting machine's rotating movement. Nevertheless, the system allowAs the use of absolute time-based frequency sampling.
The developed software -KniitLab -is a package capable of acquire, save to file, retrieve from file, analyze and manipulate the waveforms witl different processing tools, like digital filtering? spectral analysis, correlations, etc. One of the included tools of the developed software is the monitoring tool that will be described on the following paragraph. The monitoring system is organized as Fig. 4 illustrates. The software. called as AfonitorKniit, receives the previously-conditioned signal and processes it in order to obtain a reference waveform for one entire cylinder revolution. This operation is crucial for locating purposes in the case of a fault during the production of knitw,ear. Aftenvards, the signal is passed through a module responsible of further processing and the resulting signal will be analyzed by a decision module. In case of fault, the knitting machine will receive a signal to stop immediately and the fault will be easilv located.
It is importnt to mention that each lIT waveform corresponds to an entire course of knitted fabric and there exists a significant variability in YIT for each course as seen in 
III. TECHNIQUES FOR FAULT DETECTION
Two different approaclhes for detecting abnonialities or fauhs during the knitting process will be described in this section. Although different in their concept. both can identifv the presence of a fault.
lIT m7ionitoring thirou/gh onie sinigle parameter
The imieasures presented in this section intenid to represent the behavior of the knitting process in one single parameter. This approach lhas obvious advantages for the technician point of view, since it can be easily represented and obserTed by1him during the production of the knitted fabric. Moreover, one can use the measure for representation in process control charts.
To accomplish that goal. the most con'venient method would be the comparison of the wavefonn that is presently under surveillance (i.e. the presentl-acquired wavefonn) with a standard wavefonn. considered as fault-free. The iinplemented algoritlun can be described byr Fig. 6 . which reflects its organization after the acquisition stage. represented on Fig. 4 
This measure returns a typical number for each simulated situations, tlus giving an idea of how well the overall knitting process is running. When there is no fault. SQD gives a typical value, which is different from the other situations. i.e.. w,vhen some fault occurs. ,tS ¶Si a i) #* a isis Fig. 7 . Fault-free wax eform. Tile picture above shows the YIT as it was acquired. and the second picture shows the processed wave- Fig. 8 illustrate a situation when a fault occurs (a missed hook). This particular situation can happen due to the ageing of the needle and/or exceeding YJT. The experimental conditions are tie same. Fig. 9 . Missing sinker. The picture above slhows the YIT as it was acquired, and the second picture shoows the processed wax eform. Fig. 10 illustrate twvo detected faults during production on an industrial knitting miiachine, for cotton yarn 24 tex. The speed was 42 r.p.m.. meaning a linear velocity of 0.65 n/s. Note that this kind of yarn is much tnore irregular than continuous filament. 
1V. DISC"USSION OF RESULTS
A.l onitoring though a sin?gle parameter This approach represenits an excellent tool for the technician since it is very straightfonrard for inspection. The experiments made show that there is no risk of misinterpreting between tde fault-free Nwaveforn from a faultv wavefonn. Moreover, this approach can be plotted in a colntrol chart for the knitting process. How ever, in case of detecting a fault, there is no chamce to locate the origin of the fault by direct observation of the paramiieter. Nevertheless, inspecting the original waveformn. the teclmician can determine tde exact place w'here the problem occurred.
It is also difficult to correctly-identifi' the cause of the fault using exclusiv\ely this parameter. The observed variability inside each simiiulated situation is significantld high to produce misinterpretations. From the three measures presented. S4D seems to be the measure that best distinguish the simulated faults, at the cost of more power processing.
On the other land, d-iis approach requires a previously acquired fault-free pattern, which is obtained from the average of several waveforms. FinallIN, the nature of the raw material can also influence the value of this parameter. More irregular yams will produce a higher variability and tlhus higher amplitudes.
This approach seems to be the strongest candidate for successful detection of faults. The pre-processing stage absorbs the intnrnsic and random variabilitv of the raw material and knitting process. and allow's stalnding out the abnormalitv produced on )-IT. The location of the cause of the fault can be directlx, read from the resulting wx'avefonn. although there is an evident delav produced by tde digital filtering stage. Nevertheless, this delay can be compensated sinice it is known. The precision is not affected if tlis approach is used.
Another advantage is that the w aveform does not alter significantd if the raw-material is different. The experiments nmade also showed that the different simulated faults produce different pattems. tlius allowing to be used for automatic identification by niieans of pattern recognition.
The innovative aspects that slhould be noted are the preprocessing stage implemented before the Average Afagn7i-ttide Cross-Difference measure. and the wav this measure is used. The pre-processing stage can involve a digital filter and a synchronous average module. one followed by the other. in reversed order. or even one without the other. The pre-processing stage was adopted due to the inhlerent random variabilits of the knitting process, wliich in its tum is mainly1 due to tde irregularity of the raw material and the knitting process itself. The exatiples show (Fig. from 7 to 10) two kinds of yarn (polyester continuous filamiient and 100% cotton) and howT differenit the UIT in variation magnitude can be. In order to obtain a measure comparable for both kinds of yarns, the fihering anid averaging are crucial. The figures presented slhow that tdere is lnot a significant difference after the two processing stages (pre-processing and specific processing in figure 4) . At the same time, the Average Afagnistude Cross-Dijference uses a specific template which allow's the pinpoint of the faults. Its size is also crucial for this task.
V. FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
The approach involving the representation of a course by nieans of a single number requires further refinemiient in order to trv to increase the obserned differences between the faults.
The other approach proved to be vern efficient. Further development. namely experiments with a significant number of raw material, knitted structures and knitting machines will be made in order to confirm the efficiency of this approach. Other approaclhes involving similar techniques are under research and a pattern recognition system is being developed.
At the same time a more cost effective measuring device is under refilnement, whliclh canl allow the implementation of this teclmology on each yarn used on the knitting machinie at an affordable price. This measuring system will be a stand-alone device [10] .
VL. CONCLUSIONS
The vaam input tension can be a valuable instrument for inspecting the production of knitwear and for monitoring of faults, as it was shown during this paper. For tde purpose of acquiring and monitoring the JIT. one measuring system prototype was presenited and two different approaches for monitoring the )IT during production wx-ere discussed: one approach imnolves die representation of one entire course produced in each cylinder complete rotation: and the other approach transfonns the wav-eform after specific signal processing and application of A4erage Alggnitulde CrossDifference for further analysis and decision. Although with different philosophies behind them, both approaches can be valuable tools for detecting faults during production and thus conitribute for products with hiigher qualit and at the same timie improved productivity. 
